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How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form. 
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor.  
Alternatively, send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to the following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576.   !
Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  !
Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to  2015committee@gmail.com   !
Weekly activities held in Unit 5 and 6. 
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon	 Members Helping Members.    J&M Oprey         4862-1584 
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.	 Apple Group		                   Richard Spear      4872-1960 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	      Martina Oprey     4862-1584 
First Tuesday of the month,	 	 Genealogy	 	 	      Maxine Gray 	  4869-4958 
from 10 am to 12 noon.	        	 	 	 	  
Wednesday mornings. 	 	 	 Tutoring by appointment.	      Maxine Gray          4869-4958	  !
Upcoming events. 
!
!
In this issue. 
1  Cover-page and committee members. 
2  Joining and payment options, activities and contents. 
3  From your committee.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By your committee 
4  Brian Graham’s Cloud Presentation.	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
5  Social Media and what it is.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
6  Social Media and what it is, continue.	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
7  Just for fun.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
8  Notice Board.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey

Our Education Centre. 
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.
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From your committee. !
Brian Graham’s presentation on March 22 was a most pleasant occasion with over 30 members present, eager 
to hear what Brian had to say about ‘cloud computing’. The first half  of  the presentation was dedicated to the 
pro’s of  this type of  computing, followed by a 15 minute break for morning tea, that was had in unit 5. During 
the second half  of  the presentation, Brian did examine the down sides of  cloud computing. From observations 
made by committee members, we can truly say that it was enjoyed by all and many came away knowing that 
they had learned quite a bit. Cloud computing will effect us all, whether we like it or not, and we may as well 
be aware of  the good and the bad sides of  it. On behalf  of  the committee, we like to thank Brian for his efforts 
made in coming all the way from Sydney to the Southern Highlands to talk to us (see page 4).  !
A big thank you also to those who came in early to help set up Scott Hall and afterwards helped to put things in 
its right place again. Because so many willing hands chipped in, these jobs were done in no time at all.  !
Your committee met on April 8 and we are pleased to report that we have finally been able to get some answers 
and solutions from Laura Sommer who is the new IT person at HarbisonCare. The new system will be tested 
on Monday 11 April and will take a little bit of  time to get used to. There is also a bit of  paperwork involved 
with it but are sure we can cope with it. The outcome is very good for SHCUG.  !
Open day, was held on 9 April. Despite many other ventures happening in our district that day, we did see six 
people visiting our education centre. All were keen to learn what SHCUG offered and how to participate. After 
speaking to Martina and John, all went home with the intension to join. One visitor joined that very afternoon. 
A pleasing result. !
Have you seen recent activity in your street from NBN workers. It looks like the NBN will soon arrive in our 
district and at some locations people have seen new nodes in certain streets.  !
Members who are still using Windows XP or Vista and Apple users who still rum OXS 10.8 (Mountain Lion) 
or older (10.6 Snow leopard) on their computers, be aware that Google Chrome will no longer support these 
operating systems with updates after April 2016. Firefox still does supports these with updates, for how long is 
not known, but in the meantime making the switch to Firefox might prove helpful. !
Apple/Mac users, please note.  Recently, a popular BitTorrent client for Apple's OS X software for Macs 
was infected with ransom-ware, which Apple has dubbed "KeRanger." The BitTorrent software in question is 
Transmission, which Mac users can install on Apple's OS X operating system and then use to access shared 
files in so-called torrent swarms (let’s not kid ourselves, it is usually pirated stuff). Be warned, don’t go there. !
From your committee. !
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Brian’s Cloud presentation on 22 March.

Our first presentation of  the year, Brian Graham’s talk about ‘Cloud computing’ was held on 22 March in Scott 
Hall. Invitations had been sent out beforehand and we had a great response, 33 people took up the offer and 
attended this event. The above picture shows members arriving to be seated by 10.30, as requested.           

Brian did a most excellent job in explaining how Cloud computing works and how it effects us now and in the 
future. Although not new, cloud computing has been around since 2008. It permits access to internet resources 
and your own data that is stored in the cloud, from any computer anywhere in the world, when connected to the 
internet. Gmail and Facebook are online applications and are seen as cloud computing activities. Windows 10 is 
Microsoft’s first cloud based desktop and Microsoft Office 365 is a cloud based application.  

Brian demonstrated that cloud based programs (apps) are a lot cheaper then the ones we used to buy on a CD. 
In order to use these programs you pay a small monthly or yearly subscription. The OS and software programs 
do update automatically. Cloud computing is device-independent, so mobile devices like a laptop, tablet/iPad or 
iPhone/smartphone, running Microsoft Windows (8.1), Android or Apple/Mac ( 10.10) system can also make 
use of  ‘Cloud computing’, by using those apps that are also on a compatible desktop, at home. This is great for 
users who regular take mobile devices along to work on when away and staying at different locations.                                                                       

The flip side of  cloud computing is that the users are totally dependent on their cloud vendors (Microsoft, Apple 
or Google) and the reliability of  their internet services. They also need to blindly trust those to whom they assign 
their personal data, folders, documents and photos for instant, for safe keeping in a cloud storage application.     

Inside Scott Hall. 

Here we see john Oprey and 
Ron Cunnew at work, setting up 
the screen and projector for 
Brian. 

They made sure that all cables 
and cords were safely tucked 
away. 

Getting more chairs 

Peter Jackson shows the 
perfect solution he used to 
transport the twelve extra 
chairs that were needed in 
Scott hall.  

By using a trolley he made 
light work of  it. 

Some of our volunteers seen hard at work, preparing Scott Hall beforehand.	
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Social Media and what it is. 
By Martina Oprey 

!
During our Monday help sessions tutors at times have been asked questions about social media, what it is and is 
used for. Young people are very familiar with this new way of  communication but seniors like us might not fully 
understand the immense range of  social media that is available on the internet. Some of  our members know 
about Facebook or even use it, others might have heard of  Twitter, LinkedIn and the like, but there are literally 
thousands of  sites on the internet. To shed some light on this subject, I have done some research set out below. !
Social media has been around in various forms since 2003. Since its creation it has moved very fast, evolving all 
the time in finding new ways of  communicating with people, whether they live next door to you or on the other 
side of  the world. You might have noticed that TV shows, Radio programmes, Magazines and Newspapers 
usually have a link to a social media network such as a Facebook page, Twitter account or a blog, making us 
realise that Social media is here to stay. 
       
Social media, what is it? 
We humans are social animals and social media builds on that instinct by offering us tools, via the internet, to 
connect to other people almost anywhere in the world. The purpose of  these social media sites is to link people 
together, communicating  with people they know, finding new ones to communicate with and/or finding people 
they have lost contact with. On these sites there are groups people can join or start one themselves. Whatever 
people are interested in, there is a network, community, forum or group of  people they can join and share their 
thoughts with. !
Social media and what it covers. 
Social media is an umbrella term that covers any website that connects people and shares information. As such, 
it describes much of  the Internet. Under that umbrella, though, there are some that have built up an enormous 
following and have turned social media into mass media. These include services such as Social networks, Video 
and photo sharing sites, Blogs and Microblogs, and many others. The difference between these services is that 
you and other people in that community, are actively involved in generating its content. There are many types 
of  social media sites and I have listed a few of  the best known below. !
General Interest Sites.  
These all purpose networks help people connect with friends they already know and to find new ones. !
        Facebook (www.facebook.com).       
              From its origins as a college-based site, Facebook, founded by Mark Zuckerberg, has become the most 
popular social network site on the internet with about 1.28 billion active users a month. It was launched on 4 
February 2005 and is available in 70 languages. It is free to join and has members all over the world. It provides 
easy contacts with family and friends as well as being used by political figures, lobbying groups, charities and 
many companies. 

	      Bebo (www.bebo.com). 
	      Bebo, like Facebook has a timeline that is used by members to tell others what’s going on in their life. 
Members can share photos, videos, stories and special events. The Lifestream Platform does not only show the 
members updates but also all their friends’ posts from Facebook, Myspace, Youtube, Flickr and Delicious.  

Special Interest Sites. 
These sites have a special focus or theme, for example music, cars, literature or a common background such as 
a school, workplace or university. A few are listed below. 
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Myspace (www.myspace.com). 
Myspace used to be a general interest site but has changed to a social entertaining destination where 
it connects you with people who have a mutual interest in music, celebrities, TV, film and games. 

	     LinkedIn (www.linkedin.com). 
               LinkedIn is the biggest and best known of  the professional networks on the Internet. It was launched 
in 2003 and has over 160 million members in more than 200 countries. It is all about making contacts with 
personal profiles of  members, stating their career, history and recommendations from previous colleagues and 
employers, which can be seen by members network of  connections. 

Blogging, what is it? 
Blogs have come a long way from their origins as a personal online diary. Blogs and bloggers are the new social 
commentators, often rivalling major media companies as a source of  information. There are more than 120 
million active bloggers being tracked across the Internet. People just love to have a place online where they can 
have their say. The blogosphere, as blogs are collectively known, is still largely for hobbyists but is changing fast.  !
Categories of  Blogs. There are many categories of  blogs and I have listed some of  the main ones below. 
Personal; a blog written by you and is all about you. 
Business; for commercial gain by promoting your business and what you offer to the world. 
Corporate; blogs promoting big enterprises. 
Non-profit; a blog where charities fund-raise for their causes.  !
Microblogging, what it is. 
A micro blog is a mini blog and the posts/messages that are sent, are very short. Microblogs have restrictions 
on how many characters, including spaces, can be used for the posts. Posted messages can be made visible for 
all to see or can be seen by a selected group only, chosen by the user. Twitter is the best know microblog site. 

	         So what is Twitter? (www.twitter.com) 
                    Twitter is a web-based messaging service. Launched on 6 July 2006, it has over 500 million people         
	         who actively use it. It caters for 29 languages and restricts messages to 140 characters, including 
spaces.  Initially designed to send quick and frequent updates to the question: ‘what are you doing?’, and still 
used that way today, as users do tell their latest news, jokes, opinions and so forth, on Twitter.  Over time it has 
developed into an international reporting tool, breaking news of  the latest happenings around the world. It is 
also used as a campaigning tool by politicians. Companies use it to promote their businesses, and the ordinary 
public can use it to air their views and more. Twitter has become much more than an instant messaging service. 
With Twitter you can follow who ever you choose and anyone, in turn, can follow you.  

	   Pinterest and what it is. (pinterest.com) 
	   Pinterest is rapidly rising through the ranks of  social media sites, encouraging people to share their 	
interests and be creative. Once people start using Pinterest they do so daily, as it is addictive. The very reason 
why businesses see it as a valuable marketing platform, using Pinterest as a shop window for customers to 
browse before buying. 

  Flickr and what it is.  (www.flickr.com) 
	  Flicker is owned by Yahoo and its ambition is to ‘let you share your life in photos’. With Flickr it is easy 
	  to upload your photos to one place from different sources-including email, web and phone- and sharing 
them through a variety of  social media sites.

This is as far as I will go explaining social media, although it is only the tip of  an iceberg. Members of  SHCUG 
who wish to know more about social media, can drop by during our weekly Monday help sessions and speak to 
our tutors. Our library also has a few books about social media that members may borrow. 
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Android. 
The technology platform created by Google 
for Tablets and Smartphones. !
App. 
Short name for the application program that  
runs a program or game on a Tablet/iPad, 
Smartphone/iPhone or computer. !
Avatars. 
Animated characters that represent users in a virtual 
(imaginary) world. !
Blog. 
Short for weblog. It has progressed from a personal  
on-line diary to any form of  content publishing, 
particular where posts are shown chronologically. !
Blogosphere. 
The collective name for all the Blogs on the internet. !
Bookmark/Bookmarklet. 
Saving a website that you like or visit often, in your 
browser, so that you can easily return to it later.  !
Browser. 
The application program that makes it possible for 
you to view websites on your computer, Tablets and 
phones. Chrome, Firefox and Safari are browsers. !
E-commerce. 
The buying and selling of  goods and services over 
the internet. !
Forum. 
An online discussion board where people speak their 
mind, sometimes offering advise. !
Friending. 
Adding someone to your list of  friends. !
Hangout. 
A video chat on Google +, (Like Skype or Facetime). !
Hashtag. 
The tag (#) in a tweet that makes it easy to find all 
those with the same tag in a search. 

With the birth of  the internet many new words have been coined that are used daily by English speaking folks 
besides having found a home in many other tongues. For the fun of  it I have collected some of  these words and 
its meaning. 

Location sharing. 
Sharing the location where you physically are in the 
real world with your online friends. !
Open source. 
Software that is open for any developer to contribute 
to and is freely distributed on the internet. !
Post. 
An entry in a blog or social network that will be seen 
in the blog area of  your site, together with other posts. !
Handle. 
A handle will refer to a person’s username on Twitter. !
Circles. 
These are community groups and its users, put 
together on Google +. !
Pinning. 
How you show your ‘like’ content on Pinterest. !
Viral. 
Describes anything that is rapidly shared across the 
Internet through social media, email and video 
sharing. !
Tweet. 
A tweet is a 140 character post on Twitter.  !
Retweet. 
When a user tweets (copies) another’s tweet, it’s called 
a retweet. !
Widgets. 
Widgets are mini apps that perform specific functions, 
connecting users to the Internet. !
Tag. 
A keyword or phrase that is assigned to a piece of  
information, such as a blog, a bookmark or a digital 
photo. !
Kickapps. 
Kickapps is a cool tool for building your own social net 
works, free of  charge if  you allow ads to run on your 
network. Alternatively you can buy the ads out and ad 
your own, earning some extra money.

Just for fun!
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Notice Board
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             The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by

!

! !
Cloud computing. 

Members who did miss out on  
Brian Graham’s  

Cloud computing presentation  
can collect one of  his 
  presentation notes 

!
  !!!!

      Raymond Tomlinson,  
     1941-2016 

    Passed away on March 5 at his home in 
Massachusetts, United States. !

He was the computer programmer,  
who in 1971 invented email as it is known 

today and in the process transformed  
the "at" sign – @ –  

from a sparely used price symbol to a 
permanent fixture in the lives of millions of 

computer users around the world  
He was 74.

Joke of the month. 


